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The News-rf'"I'

The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
VOL.UME FIFTEEN

FULTON, KENTUCKY,

Hail Storm Did
Plans Made For
Much Damage Here
Bi-County Singing
And In Rural Section
Convention April 14
Ommage in Fulton Alone will Run
Between $200,000 and $300,000;
Gardens, Crops, Fruit
Trees Suffered
A torrent of hail, accompanied by
wind. struck Fulton and surroundare territory, Sunday afternoon,
and continued for about 30 minutes,
asuniing untold damage to property, crops, gardens and orchards.
n is estimated that property dam.age in Fulton and South Fulton alone will run between 5200,000 and
sumo. The most serious property damage was to roofs and
windows.
Bail storm, some of them as large
as hen eggs, fell in "sheets" so
thick that they seem like a downpour of rocks as they struck roofs
and windows. Composition roofs,
and even new shingle roofs, were
mimed as the hail struck in such
harry. Windows ill homes and business houses, and in schools and
elmmeches, were riddled. Interior
af buildings were damage as the
ieT wates penetrated through ceilMPFelton city schools were hard hit,
including the high school, Carr In**ate, Science Hall, Milton and
Tleery-Norman schools. High school
was diminished until repairs coulrl
he. made. A total of 392 windows
arere broken in all schools on the
Kentucky side.
Over in South Fulton the schools
suffered some damage, but not as
heavily, Mr. Eller. principal said.
'Thirty-two small windows and 16
large windows were broken in the
high school and gym.
Dasnage to roofs and windows
was suffered by the Methodist
Cbuirrh, the First Christian Church,
the Church of Christ; windows
broken out in the old Moose Hall;
windows broken at the Fulton
theatre, and the sign on the margoee was shattered.
In the rural districts crops suffered severe damage, as did gardens, plant beds, and fruit trees.
There is no telling how much loss
or damage was suffered in the
farming districts. Carl Hastings,
well known orchard owner, said
the hail beat much of the budding
fruit from his trees.

Hugh Holliday To
Arrive Here About
April 18
Hugh Holliday, manager of the
Fulton baseball club, is expected
to arrive here about April 18, and
Spring training will begin April
20. Manager Holliday has bees in
Henderson, Texas for about three
weeks, working out with the Memphis Chicks, and selecting players.
Five more players have been
signed with the Tigers. Elmer Gray,
crf Pittsburgh, 2nd base; Harold J.
Seawright, 3rd base; Frank Bruella,
Brooklyn, short stop; Issac Newt
Ifecrest, Hope, Ark., outfielder;
James C. Wilson, Holt, Ala., outfielder.
MRS. LEE ROPER
Mrs. Nola Brown Roper, 60,
wife of Lee Roper, prominent farmer of the Harmony community,
died suddenly Saturday afternoon
at her home. Mr. Roper found his
wife dead upon his return from
town, about 5 p. m. Funeral services were held Monday afternoon
at the family residence by Rev.
W. F. Cooley, Methodist minister of
Henderson, Tenn., and interment
charge of Hornbeak Funeral Home.
To/loured at Greenlee cemetery in
charge of Hornbeak Funeral Home.
Mrs. Roper was a native of Fulton county, born July, 1885. She
married Lee Roper on May 5, 1905.
She was a member of the Methodist diurch, and a fine citizen. She
will he missed by her many friends.
She leaves her husband; one
daughter, Mrs. Glealon Howell of
Crutchfield, Route 2; a grandson,
Glenn Nolan Howell; her mother,
Mrs. Lou Brown of Crutchfield;
two brothers, Lon Brown of Fulton and Arthur Brown of Crutchfield, Route 2; peveral nieces and
nephews.

PILOT OAIC

Mrs. Mary Lawrence and Richard
from Dearborn, Mich., are visiting
her father, Mr. J. O. Coletharp and
Plans are being made for the bi- other relatives and friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Mount taken
county singing convention, which is
held semi-annually,
Guy Barnett Sunday dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
stated here this week. Singers from Orbie Bushart.
Mrs. Edith Yates and Mrs. AlFulton, Hickman, Dresden, Tiptonville, Union City, and throughout lene Lowry went to Mayfield SatFulton and Graves
counties will urday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herchel Floyd
gather at the David Chapel Church,
Brownsville community, three miles have gone to Hot Springs, Ark.,
south of Hickman on the old Dyers- for a few days.
burg road, to participate in the con: Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Hainley
arid Dean and Thomas spent Satvention.
It will be an all-day affair, and urday night and Sunday with
dinner will be served on the ground Wright Hainley and jamily at
at the noon hour. The public is in- Big Sandy.
Mrs. Luna Wray left Saturday
vited to attend_and singers are urgfor her home in Detroit, Mich.
ed to join in the program.
Springtime is really here with
The third Sunday in May,.annual
decoration day at Brownsville, will all its beauty and flowers, the trees
mark another singing event, when are gorgeous in their color the
dinner will be spread during the birds are singing and in my heart
there is a peaceful feeling knowing
noon hour.
Then in June, on the third Sun- that God is ruling this old earth
day, a singing will be held at the and all things work together for
good to them that love God.
Baptist Church in Cayce.
Bro. Fleming filled his regular
appointment here Sunday, deliver20 Million Gardens Need- ing a fine message.
ed To Relieve Famine Several from here attended Bro.
Bill Lowry's Bible Institute SaturGoal Set At National Conference day night at Little Obion church.
Mrs. Opal Wray, Joan and MarGreater Than War Years
tha Helen Crittenden and Martha
Twenty million farm gardens — Lou Casey called on Mrs. Mary
1,600,000 more than last year—are Collins Saturday afternoon.
A little excitement happened at
needed this year to produce food
afternoon
for home use, and for famine re- Pilot Oak Saturday
when Jimmie Williams son
of
lief.
That is the recommendation of a Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Williams was
National Food and Garden Confer- struck by an automobile driven by
ence held in Washington at the call Mrs. Cain's boy.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry and
of Secretary of Agriculture Clinton
Anderson. This recommendation is Jimmie Allen went to Louisville
based upon urgent appeals of Pres- Thursday returning back Friday
ident Truman and numerous other with a mantanier for the road.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones Wilhigh ranking officiab for greater
efforts than ever to meet the food liams and son are visiting his parents, Mr.'and Mrs. Ernest Wilcrisis the World now faces.
As the meeting of garden lead- liams.
Mrs. Myra Harper and son visiters from all over the country ended, a broad program was recom- ed the old home place and her sismended to the Department of Ag- ter, Mrs. Lunsfcrd Rowland Sunriculture and to the public for day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Garvis Douglas and
mobilizing the families of America into the biggest gardening cam- baby from Paducah passed through
paign ever undertaken to add mil- here Thursday of last week.

lions of tons to the total food supply. The Conference emphasized
that the important aim of the garden program this year should be for
famine relief and famine prevention. President Truman set the
keynote for the Conference, pointing out that every pound of food
from home gardens will release an
equivalent amount of food for liberated countries.
The production program in Tennessee- will have the cooperation of
all USDA agencies, the Extension
Service, vocational agrciulture personnel, and other groups, Governor
Jim McCord has appointed a garden committee to back the campaign. The committee includes O.
E. Van Cleave, Commissioner of
Agriculture; C .E. Brehm, Dean of
the U-T College of Agriculture and
Director of the Extension Service;
Carl Fry, director of the State Production and Marketing Administration; L. H. Halton, State Supervisor
of Farm Security Administration;
ind G. E. Freeman, State Supervisof Vocational Agriculture.
BERTES DUBORSE
CHARGED WITH
HOUSEBREAKING

AUSTIN SPRINGS
Rev. Jack McClain filled his
regular appointment at Salem Baptist church the past Sunday. Ile
also fills the pulpit on each third
Sunday.
and
Cunningham
Mrs. Erie
George Ed have returned to their
home in Dresden after a months
stay with parents Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Frields.
arrived
Sgt. Robert Rickman
home the past weec from Japan
after receiving his discharge at
Jefferson Barracks, St. Louis. Sgt.
Rickman has been in the Pacific
Theatre almost two years, receiving
his training in San Diego, thence to
New Guina and went 'to Japan
with occupation forces where he
served until his discharge.
Mr. and Mrs. Buddye Johnson
past
returned from Detroit the
week where they purchased a
aar and drove through.
Gilford Sims and Randall Cunningham arrived Monday from New
York. They were aboard the USS
Blue Island victory on a trip to
France. 'The Merchant Marines are
messman and are now on leave of
14 days or more.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Grissom,
Junior Ray and Jeanetta Hastings
left Monday for Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Lassiter and
son, Garvin Carrell spent Tuesday
afternoon with a sister, Mrs. Carey
Frields.
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Chamber Of Commerce
To Elect Officers
Monday, April 22

NUMBER TWELVE •

SERVICE NOTES
Mac. Pewitt has joined the Navy,
having joined at Louisville. He
went from there to Great Lakes,

Banquet Will Be Held at Rainbow
Room; IFteports Heard From
Jerry Mullins, SM3c, son of Mr.
Creek and Other
and Mrs. A. W. Mullins, has arrived at San Francisco Lvm Sase
Committees
bo, Japan. He does not know
Plans are being made for the whether he will get to come home
annual banquet and election of of- now, or will have to make another
ficers of the Chamber of Commerce trip across.
Sonny Shankle, Flc, who is a
to be he4d Mon. night, April 22 at
the Rainboww Room. A good pro- patient in the Naval hospital in
gram has been arranged, and re- Millington, Tenn., spent the week
ports will be heard from the Creek end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. L. Shankle on Central-ay.
committee, and other committees.
Pvt. Lewis D. Patrick, who is
Officers and directors for another year will be elected at the stationed at Camp Campbell, Ky.,
meeting Monday night. Local busi- was called home to the bed side of
ness men are urged to attend, and his father, _Charles Patrick, injured
help in postwar plans and projects in an accident recently.
Pvt. Melvin Yates of Fort Mcin Fulton.
Clellan, Ala., is spending a furlough with his parents, Mr. and
Utopia Meeting Set
Mrs. Tubb Yates.
T4 Willard P. Weatherspoon, FulFor Cayce, April 18
ton, Route 1, has received his disThe second meeting of the Ful- charge.
Charles E. Thomas, BM2c, Fulton County Utopia Club will be
held at Cayce high school Thurs- ton, Route 1, has received his disday, April 18, beginning at 8 p. m. charge from the Navy.
Perry Summers, of the Marketing
James D. Johnson, GM2c, 905
Department of the University of Washington, Hickman, has received
Kentucky, will be the guest speak- his discharge from the Navy.
er' and will bring an interesting
talk to the group.
FULTON HIGH SCHOOL
This wilt be one of the most important meetings of the Utopia
Club, as plans for future programs
and county-wide projects will be
selected at this meeting. Anyone
interested in the Utopia work is
invited to attend.
OPERETTA GIVEN
FRIDAY NIGHT AT
CARR INSTITUTE
"Ask the Professor," an operett,a
given last Friday night at Carr Institute auditorium, drew a large
crowd, and was acclaimed one of
the best school performances seen
here in years. Every member of
the cast carried out their parts
well, and the play moved swiftly
after the skillful direction of Mrs.
Lois Haws had drilled the cast to
perefestion.
Troy Glidewell, one of the principal characters, was unable to appear because of illness, and Richard Hill was called in by Mrs.
Haws to fill the vacancy in
the
cast. Mr. Hill did a fine job on such
short notice.
Berta Peak, Billy Murphy and Joe
Berta Peak, Billy Murphy and Joe I
acters, all gave masterful perforniances.
The music provided by the
orchestra was well chosen and added to the program. The various
dances, performed by appropriately
costumed dancers, gave addition
color to the play.
BURKET FUNERAL
HELD THIS WEEK
Funeral services were held Monday afternoon at Bethel Church,
for Mrs. Lula Burkett, mother of
C. F. Jackson. She died in Detroit,
Mich. Interment at Clark cemetery
in chargd of Hornbieak Funeral
Home.
BROTHER OF R. E.
SANFORD DIES
AT HORNBEAK

L. A. Sanford, 61, brother of R.
Bertes E. Duborse, 25, was arSanford of the Fulton CocaE.
rested here Sunday night, and
Cola Bottling Co., died suddenly
charged with housebreaking. He is
Saturday morning at his home near
alleged to have broken into the
Hornbeak, Tenn. Funeral services
Herman Roach home, threc miles
were held Monday morning at Elbafternoon
Sunday
Fulton
south of
ridge, Tenn.
an
and stealing 5 lbs. of sugar and
He is survived by his widow;
Miss Anita Brown returned to
alarm clock.
grandchildren,
He was turned over to the South Texas after a visit with her par- four children, seven
grandchild, two sisters
Fulton Constable, John Smith, to ents, Mr. and Mrs. Erette Brown. one great
She has been employed there for and five brothers.
await trial.
some two years.
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Bynum re- .FULITON HOTEL NOW
CARD OF THANKS
ceived a card from the War De- UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
We wish to express our sincere partment the past week that their
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Bruce have
thanks to those who were so only son, Pfc. J. W. Bynum, Army
thoughtful and kind during the Air Corps had shipped out of India taken over the Fulton Hotel, locatdeath of our dear wife and rr.other. on March 23. He expects to be home ed across the street from the OrpWe also wish to express our ap- immediately after he receives his beam Theatre, and hvae thoroughpreciation to-Rev. W. F. Cooley and discharge in the States.. He has ly renovated, redecorated and refurnished this hostelry. The new
Rev. Boykin, those that sang, and been in the service 3 years.
hotel is modern, clean and comHornebeok's Funeral Home f o r
Mrs. Mabel Hagnauer is spending fortably arranged, and the new
their spleedict seryjces.
LEE ROPER
a few weeks with her brother, Mr. proprietors are to be complimentMR. and MRS. GLENEN Luther Newhouse and Mrs. New- ed upon the improvements they
have made.
HOWELL
house near Smithland.

DISMISSED WHILE
REPAIRS ARE MADE
Students of the Fulton high
school were dismissed during the
early part of this week, while repairs were being made after the
hail storm which struck this community Sunday. Mr. Holland, superintendent, stated that 392 windows were broken in the various
schools buildings of Fulton.
DALLAS PRODUCE CO.
MOVES iro PLAIN ST.
G. H. Dallas Produce Company,
which has been located on Mearsst. back of Lake-st for many years,
has moved to Plain-st in the building formerly occupied by Legg
Poultry House.

ROUTE FIVE
The hail storm Sunday was the
most destructive we have ever
sem. Some stones measured 2 1-4
inches in diameter, and they covered the ground, beating leaves
and fruit off the trees, ruining
gardens and plant beds, destroying
roofs, breaking windows, etc. It
reached Dukedom, Chestnut Glade
and beyond Fulton doing untold
damage.
Sunday school at Mt. Moriah
Sunday. Everyone invited.
Measles still are raging in. this
section. Bettie Ridgway anct_Mary
Ruth Finch better. Margaret...Ann
Finch taking the measles. -New
cases every day.
Mrs. John Colley and daughter
now at home. Mrs. Beecher Finch
will spend another week at Jones
Clinic, then she and little daughter,
Farra Maud will be carried to the
W. H. Finch home till meas.les subside. Meanwhile, Mr. and Mrs. W.
H. Finch are with Beecher and the
children fa the present.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Holmes are
both ill at the home of their daughter, Mrs. Herman Potts. Mrs.
Mr.
Holmes has bronchitis, and
Holmes suffers from after affects
of having his teeth pulled.
Mrs. Pearl Rogers and son, Ralph
are at the home of Mr. Roy Watts
making some repairs on the farm
recently bought by them.
Dean Terrell has purchased the
Hinson Jones farm. Durrell Terrell has bought his father's home

Forra And Civic
Groups Make Plans
For Emergency Food
USDA Committee, Farm Bureau,
Homemakers, Various Civic
Groups of Fulton and
Hickman Met at Cayce
Farm and civic leaders in Fulton
county. took definite steps Wednesday night to establish food conservation goals, and to bring the
emergency food program to the attention of everyone, when they met
at the high school building in Cayce. J. B. McGehee, secretary of the
Fulton County Farm Bureau. led
the group in its initial efforts to
obtain the co-operation of all organizations, and make plans to
conserve food.
Representatives
from
various
groups were introduced, and brief
talks were made. Organizations
joining in the program are Veterans
of Foreign Wars, Fulton County
Farm Bureau, Associated Women of
Fulton County Farm Bureau, County AAA Com.mittee, Homemakers,
Vocational Agricultural Teacherr,
Home
Economic
Teachers, All
school Teachers, P. T. A. Groups,
Fulton Rotary Club, Failton Chamber of Commerce, Fulton Lions
Club, Fulton Young Men's Business
Club, Fulton Woman's Club; Fulton Junior Woman's Club, Hicicman
Young Men's Business Club, Hickman Lions Club, Hickman Civic
Club, Hickman Woman's Club, and
Ministers of the county, USDA
Committee.
Johnnie Wilson, who spent 19
months in Europe while in service,
made a vivid talk upon conditions
as they exist among the peoples
on the Continent. His first-hand
Sidry)tege of the hunger and.",tlestitutrOri. there enabled hint to
paint a touching picture. Sam 'Holly, who served in the Pacific,
brought out some facts about conditions in China, Japan, and the
Pacific area. In China alone 7,000,000 starving young children, look
like old people, their bodies shrunken and their stomachs swollen.
Miss Florence Imlay, Food Specialist of University of Kentucky,
and former State AAA Committeehow
much
man, demonstrated
bread could be saved for the starving, if each family would conserve
just three slices of bread per day.
"We are asked to reduce our
abundance so that others may
have a crust of bread," Miss Imlay
said. "If every man, woman and
school child in the United States
would reduce the use of bread by
three slices a day, almost threefourths of a million tons of wheat
would be freed for shipment overseas in the next 90 days."
It was pointed out that starving,
hunger peoples not only deserve
humanitarian treatment from those
who are able to give succor, but
they are a threat to the peace of
the world, and unless destitution is
wipe dout, Americans will have to
fight another war to preserve the
things so dearly cherished by all.

Wool Association Will
Receive May 22nd
Wool will be received here at
the freight depot on May 22, according to Roy Taylor, director of
the Carlisle County Wool Growers
Association. Sacks and twine for
wool are available at the county
agent's office in Hicicman. Last
year an average price of 49c per
pound was received from wool
sold through the local association.
Thirty-five cents per pound will
be paid as wool is received, with
balance of payment to be made lat-

place.
er.
Mrs. Helen Beamon of Detroit is
here with her parents.
POLICE COURT
J. E. WHITE OF
FULTON IN ARMY
Cases in the Fulton Police-Court
DAY CELEBRATION
this week, and tried by Judge Lon
J. E. White of Fulton, member
of the 82nd Airborn Division, joined other units in representing all
veterans of World War I and World
Wai II in the parade down Constitution Avenue in Washington, D.
C., Saturday, April 6.
The occasion marked the celebration of Army Day in Peace for
the first time since 1941.

Adams:
Ray West, fined $10 arid costs,
public drunkeness.
Billy Adams, fined $100 and
costs, reckless driving.
13en Spanks, fihe3 $50 and costs,
public drunknness and disorderly conduct.
Margartt Porter, colored. fined
$10 and costs, public drunkenness.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
J. PAUL BlISHART
Editor and Publisher
PUBLLSHED EVERY FRIDAY
Entered as second class matter June
111, 1933, at the post office at P'ulton,
Cy, under the act of March 3, 1879.
OBITUARIES. Card of Thanks,
fluidness Notices and Political Carib
charged at the rates specified by
advertising department
Subscription rates radius of 29
miles of Fulton 31.50 a year. Elsewhere $2.00 a year.
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'THE FORGO'TTEN VOICE
Having failed to win a World
peace and assure our national secuaity following the first World
War, the opportunity following
the second. World conflict has Progressed little beyond the stage of
wishful thinking, discussion and
hopeful dreaming.
There are those who believe, the
veterans of 19i8 failed to ditoltarge
World
their obligation toward
peace and national security, thus
failing to prevent World War II.
If failure is to be placed upon any
group or groups it is more logical
that the American public failed the
veterans by not securing the peace
after they had won it.
Had the veteran been responsible for World pecae, he would have
been given voice in the policy of
national and international affairs.
Being an individual he has only
:erans organization to act as
his ve,
spokesman. Comprised wholly of
veterans such an association is the
representated thinking of the men
who fight the battles and know the
grim reality of war. Thus they
are chiefly concerned with the determination of preventing future
international conflicts.
first
the
Immediately
after
World War the veterans asked for
national security by means of military training. Years prior to the infamous Japanese attack on Pew]
Harbor the veterans of 1918 called
upon Congress to pass legislation
for the arming of Pacific bases.
Both of these measures and many
others were advanced by The
American Legion as a representative group of ex-service men. Both
requests went unheralded by Congress.
Today, history is rcpeating itself
with the ommission of legislation
asked by the veterans to assure
national security and supplement
World peace with armed strength
until that peace is prowls). Once again veterans associations, such as
the American Legion, have advanced theories pertaining to national and international affairs
Once again it is the. voice of the
veteran calling for the proper
establishment of armed forces to
assure national and World securikrThe establishment of a World
organization to assure peace and
insure the World against future
aggression cannot but help meet'
with the approval of veteran and
non-veteran alike. If there is any
objection from the veteran it lies
in the fact that he feels he should
be better informed of what transpires at such meetings of World
Gove.mnents. But too well does he
remember the failures of other
World organizations in their advocacy of peace and because his ex-
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DRY(LEANING
LAUNDRY SERVICE
Cash and Carry Service
—Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated.

perience and his memories will not ' tisement in the Washington News- that has such power that it has uation as it existed after World I
let him forget, his demand for papers a letter from a farmer liv- practically flattened out the vete- War I. Today there are no one
military security is justifiable and ing at Arlington, South Dakota in rans housing bill. It is explained thousand dollar fabricated houses.
which he says: "Like every other thak)efforts were being made to
sane.
Thoy are three thousand dollars
Domestically the veteran feels he farmer, I have been concerned a- place ceiling prices on existing
and more. The houses in cities that
homes
for
relieve
veterans,
but
that
production
to
the
bout
food
voice
in
the
should have a greater
one could buy for three or four
real
estate
are
belooby
abroad.
We
farmers
famine
defeated
the
affairs of die Nation. Among the
thousand dollars are now listed on
many issues today he is primari- ing asked by the Government to measure.
Looking at the matter from an- the markets at about three times
ly interested in Universal Military plant more acreage this year than
that sum. Farm lands in all parts
Training. Having known the days even at the height of the war in other angle one finds in Washingof the country have also gone up
and nights of battle, surely the order to meet the food shortage. ton a repeat of the real estate sitin price. It took a depression and a
men who fought and S rificed Now, it doesn't make sense to us
food,
plead
for
more
to
farmers
know the necessity of preparedtraining. more acreage, when we can't harness through military
Their demands to prevent' their vest what we planted last year besons from being the third genera- cause we don't have the machinery:,
tion of American to fight foreign
aggression cannot go unheard. The
As this item is released at Washforesight of the veterans in the ington negotiations are being conpast should be the answer to the ducted between the employers and
veterans demand of today.
the union before the U. S. Concilation Service. At the same time the
CIO carried a page ad in WashingFARMERS FIGHT FAMINE
ton newspapers, in an effort to
International HarOne of the biggest subjects in prove that the
blame for
the news of the day concerns the vester Company is to
concern rethe
because
everything
problems of raising food and feeding millions of starving people in fused to be cracked down upon and
agreement
the old World. Besides the situa- forced into a one-sided
tion in our own country is almost in favor of the strikers and all aintolerable. American farmers are gainst the farmers, the public, and
at their wits end; their main pro- the hungry people of lie. World.
blems are a lack of farm help and I After all: Prosperity begins on
failure to buy farm machinery. I the farm. Unless the farmer is prosnobody can be prosperous.
There have been so many labor perous,
troubles that little attention has
REAL ESTATE IS BOOMING
been paid to the far-reaching hardships resulting from strikes in the
steel industry that made is imThe prices of town, city and rural
possible for manufacturers of farm real estate are booming, and zoommachinery to get raw materials to ing, unnaturally. The charge has
meet the demands of farmers for been made by sereral authorities
trietors and other machines.
in Washington that there is an actCongressman Arends of Illinois, ive and effective real estate lobby
brought the matter to the attention
of the House a few days ago and
introduced a magazine article that
declared the farmer must be prosYou're looking at a graduate of a new school—the
perous or nobody.can be prosperTo Visit Our Shop—
first of its kind, so far as we know. Its purpose:
ous. Right on- top of this statement
to make Illinois Central dining car craftsmen the
FOR
in the House, the National Capital
finest in the business.
heard mo're about the impossibility
Prompt, Courteous
For veterans, the school is already providing
of raising enormous crops this
Barber Service
"refresher" courses to sharpen any war-dulled
year tb meet the challenge of famknack for swift, skillful, courteous service.
ine throughout the World. Further
Dewey Hogg Jack Hogg
hearings were resumed on the C10
For others, it will be a full-tinie alma mater, teach.
strike by 30,000 workers in the Ining by demonstration and practice every phase of
dining car operation—from preparing Shrimps
ternational Harvester
Company
Creole to serving a cup of coffee.
plants.
Everybody should know that the
machinery made. by the International Harvester and other manufacturers has been revultionizing
rural American in recent years.
The CIO prints in its page adver-

SERVICE
BARBER SHOP
215 Church St.
Fulton Ky.

Opposite Old Farmers Bank Bldg.

broke. We are now on the upward
curve. But watch your step, for the
time when real estate goes in

re-

verse.

This school, with facilities including a complete
dining car kitchen and tables, is further evidence
of the Illinois Central's determination to provide
you transportation second to none. The Illinois
Central intends to earn your continued patronage
and friendship.
W.A. JOHNSTON
President

24 -HOUR

TAXI SERVICE
APPOINTMENTS MADE IN ADVANCE

ca" JIFFY CAB
PHONE 23
WE SELL-Popular Magazines
Newspaper's
Tobaccos
Cold Drinks
Confections

Jiffy Newstand
106 Lake Street Extension

Announcement To Farmers
The Water Valley Canning Company will again be in operation
this season, under new management of Charles N. Wilson and Chap
Taylor, who have taken over the business. The plant has been thoroughly reconditioned, and is now ready to go into operation.
NEW MACHINERY HAS JUST BEEN INSTALLED T 0 HANDLE
SPINACH AND MUSTARD GREENS NOW BEING RECEIVED AT
WATER VALLEY.

400 Peres of Tomatoes Wanted
We are now signing up ripe tomato acreage, and urge all growers
to tell us what they plan to grow this season. We will pay top government supported prices, and will need lots of them. Contracts are available at the ;plant. IF YOU NEED TOMATO SEED WE HAVE THEM—
AND WE WILL HAVE TOMATO PLANTS LATER.

Better Place Your Order
Now For BABY CHICKS

Don't Wait About Signing ,Up
DO IT TODAY

There is going to be a big demand for poultry. Those who get their chciks and feed them out
early are the ones who will profit most. Despite
talk of a scarcity of feed, there is plenty available now. So don't delay about ordering 'your
your Baby Chicks.

For we must make our plans soon, and know what acreage to expect in order to obtain materials and get cans. Your fullest co-operation
will be appreciaed, and will mean you will receive more efficient service at the plant.

PARISIAN
LAUNDRY-CLEANERS FULTON HATCHERY
Phone

people get very rich of these real
go

estate booms. A great many

WE INVITE YOU

PULLORUM TESTED BABY CHICKS WITH
A PERSONALITY

I

crisis to flatten out the real estate
booms of World WarI. and it looks
as though the zooming prices will
fall flat "sooner or later." A few

STATE LINE ST.

PHONE U3

FOLTON;IT.

WATER VALLEY CANNING
COMPANY
Water Valley, Ky.

14134191111
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OPoonents of the American Legion's universal military training
plan have fallen back on a fallacious argument. They wail that a
standing military force of size will
preclude thas country's participation in another World War.
History alone holds this argument. For more than a century and
a half this country has had no program of universal peacetime conacription. A policy of trusting other nations to cherish peace as we
our being blooddo has resulted
ed five times in major wars for
which we were not prepared.
Year-round believers in peace on
earth and good will to men, we
kave suffered horribly from nations that employed such beliefs as
a sham.
Americans take pride in their
heritage as a progressive, adventurous, pioneer people. But pioneers stride forward, blaze new
trails when old ones fail. Isn't it
common sense to discard a polv...y
that has endangered our existence
as a Nation in the past? It. is time
we learned from the record. It is
time for universal military trainag.
A long series of events, and objections by Russia, has made it
very plain that Russia is so steeped in its philosophy of Cummunizing the World that it is not willing
to give up that hallucination and
recognize the fast that all the other Govenrment in the Unnited Natacos are agreed that the price of
World peace rests in full agreements among all peopte to follow
the formula expressed in the Charter which bound every cotnitry "to
refrain from the use of force or
threat of force, except in defense
al kw."
The Federal government must
turn back to the States rights that
have been usurped during the war.
The States should insist on their
claims, and employment service
should be handle by the different
states_
There have been all kinds of
proposals before Congress to restrict and outlaw strikes. Other
measures would prohibit interfererme by union members with tram
portation of farm products to market Still other bills would regulate
relations between employera and
workers. There has beea a lot of
big noise about what Congress is
doing to do—but will they do it?
Records show that 79 per cent of
Ibe $57,000,000,000 E. F. and G. war
bonds sold in the past five years
remain in the hands of the. original
hweers. Redemptions have been
heavy in recent months. and a lot
af it has been due to the needs of
servicernent and the necessities of
strikers to reach down into their
servings.
When the automobile business
really gets rolling the evidences
will be visible along every highway
and street in the country. More
pi-opt:" in the motor industry are
dependent for a livelihood outside
manufacturing centers than within
the territory ocucpied by manu-

facturers. You can see it all for
yourself. There are service stations, gas stations, hotels, restaurants, sales room workers and
guardians of streets and highways.
Besides every State in the Union
is drawn upon to furnish natural
and raw products that go into the
manufacture of all automobiles. So
when the strikers are definitely over in Detroit and elsewhere the
automobile industry in your own
community, no matter where that
may be, will lead the procession
for the reconversion.
RECIPE OF THE WEEK
Here is a recipe which calls for
small amounts of both sugar and
which every
ingredients
flour
housewife is trying to conserve
hese days. The use of eggs makes
the dessert light and fluffy Home
economists at the Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home
Economics suggest that the eggs be
removed from the refrigerator
some time. before being used, as the
whites will beat up stiffer if left
at room temperature for a time.
Chocolate Fluff
2 tablespoons butter or margarine.
2 tablespoons flour
3-4 cup milk
1 1-2 squares of chocolate
1-3 cup sugar
2 tablespoons hot water
3 eggs
1-2 teaspoon vanilla
Melt the butter, add flour and
mix well. Add milk and cook in a
thickened,
until
double boiler
stirring constantly. Melt chocolate
over hot water, add sugar and stir
until smooth. Combine with the
first mixture, then add to well
beaten egg yolk. Cool. PoId in egg
whites beaten until stiff but not
dry. Pour into baking dish, set in
pan of hot water and bake in moderate oven, 350 degrees, 30 to 40
minutes.
Menu: Baked fish, scalloped potatoes. buttered carrots, lettuce
salad, corn pone, butter and chocolate fluff.

SUNDAY, APRIL 14
TRAVEL BY AIR,
LAND AND SEA
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Are Sin, Disease, and Death
Real"? is the subject of the Lesson-Sermon Ohich will be read in
Christian Science churches
all
throughout the world on Sunday,
April 14, 1946.
The Golden Text is "Why art
thou cast down, 0 my soul? and
why art thou disquieted within
me? hope in God: for I shall yet
praise him, who is the health of
my countenance, and my God."
(Psalms 43:5)
The Lesson-Sermon also includes
the following passage from the
textboo k.
Science
Christian
"Science and Health with Key to
the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy: "Our Master fully and finally
demonstrated divine Science in his
victory over death an dthe grave ..
He won eternal honors. He overcame the world, the flesh and all
error, thus proving their nothingness." (P. 45 and 39)
BEHAVIOR

A few years ago a member of
the big railroad corporations attempted to meet the competition
of the air carriers by operating
their own air transport lines. Now
the steamship lines have asked
Congress for the right to operate
international air transport services. The steamship companies
have joined up with spokesmen for
labor unions in denouncing
air
transport agreements which the
made
State
with
Department
France and England. The Public
relations of the railroads and
steamship companies have always
shot their wads in releases to the
daily newspapers. The airways are
tagging after them.
Although the heart of America
is in those regions where the family newspapers are printed, they are
ignored by the wise public relations brass hats of transportation.
Just why Congrees has to bother
with propositions of steamship lines
engaging in air service is difficult
to understand in view of the fact
that the big job the steamship companies have ahead of them is to
restore the operation of steamship
lines across ocean routes.
There are fleets ot steamships
tied up in United States ports and
in the rivers and the stee.i.nship
companies should put them to
work.

Men's behavior should be like
their apparel, not too strait, or
point device, but free for exercise or motion.—Bacon.
To be always thinking about
your manners is not the way to
make them good: the very perfection of manners is not to think a_
bout yourself.—Whately.
He enjoys much who is thankSimplicity of mannner is the last
attainment. Men are very long a- ful for little. A grateful mind is a
fraid of being natural, from the great mind.—Secker.
Happiness is where we find it,
dread of being taken for ordinary.
but very rarely where we seek it.
—Jeffrey.
There are men whose manners
have the same essential splendor
as the simple and awful sculpture
on the friezes of the Parthenon.—
Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Right motives give opinions to
Burial Valk
thought, and strength and freedom
boss
Deeesidoi
to speech and action.—Mary Baker
Besot, '
Eddy.
A renuaense
Nothing except what flows from
fitrearik
the heart can render even external
manners truly pleasing.—Blair.
The proper tunction of a governpeofor
easy
it
make
to
ment is
•Subircrlbe Now for THE NEWS!
ple to do good and difficult for
them to do evil.—Gladstone.
The first step to greatness is to , FOR
be honest.—Johnson.
Habit is the most imperious of HEALTH'S SAKE—
all masters.—Goethe.
SEE YOUR
Subscribe for The News today.

BUILDING
THIS
YEAR—THEN

Tit•
BRONZOLEUM
Concrete

CHIROPRACTIC
PHYSICIAN

Bold Only Mira •
Funeral Director&
Made mod Servieed by

PHONE 450

DEL B. L. DAVIS
Upstairs Over 1Fry Shoe Store
FULTON, KENTUCKY

KATTERJOHN
Concrete Products
Paducah, 14.

SEE US
BEFORE YOU BUILD

OUF Nation-Wide Affiliations
Enables us to serve familes who have moved to
distant cities

DON HILL

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

CONCRETE
and
GENERAL
CONTRACT/NG

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Day or Night—Phone 7

FULTON,ICY.

I am sorry that you lost your friend, Dr. Richardson, I have
been asked to make a contact at the Owl Drug Store for your
benefit. I can give you part of my time. My Phone No. at
Martin, Tenn., is 281. 27 years in practice, a recognized Col—
legt License Veterinary. Every body's friend.

Dr. E. D. Cherry

Now Under New
Management
We have taken over the Fulton Hotel, and have

ern, clean and comfortable.

We have parts and tools to give you prompt
and satisfactory service.

Warren's Jewelry Store
311 Walnut St.

Phone 98

Fulton, Ky.

See us for your New Patterns in Wall Papers.
Paints, Varnishes, Finishers and Supplies.
OFFICE SUPPLIES OUR SPECIALTY
Typewriters, Adding Machines and Cash
Registers Carefully Repaired

FULTON WALLPAPER & OFFICE SUPPLY
COMPANY
304 Walnut Street
Phone 85

Fulton. Ky.

exaco Service
It is time to think about getting your car ready for the Spring
driving season, and that means a Change of Oils, Complete
Lubrication, draining and cleaning the radiator, checking all
tires fer safety, a wash and clean job.

DROP IN AT OUR STATION
For Complete Service — the Kind Your Car
Needs To Keep It Running Longer
COMPLETE LINE OF 'TEXACO PRODUCTS
— — PROMPT,EFFICIENT filitVICE — —
State Line Street.

Phone 9183

Talton, Kentucky

FIELDS
Texaco Service Station
See Us For Your—

VETERINARY SUPPLIES!
We have a good supply of popular veterinary
supplies, and will be glad to fill your needsHOG CHOLERA,
STOCK TONICS,

POULTRY POWDER
WORM CAPSULES

VETERINARY SYRINGESiand NEEDLES

NEW OWL

redecorated and refurnished it, making it mod-

Watch Repairing
Our Speci41ty

INTERIOR
DECORATING?

We lusndle the Famous BRONZOLEUM Vaolts

PHONE 361

NOTICE!

It Pays To Advertise in THE NEWS.

MR. and MRS. C. P. BRUCE
We will continue to operate it tinder the name of

FULTON HOTEL
and invite you to visit us.

DRUG COMPANY
Presenting

Easter Jewelry
of Quality
We have many lovely and lasting Jewelry Gifts
for the Easter Bride—this Easter or of yesteryear.
Jewelry always makes an appropriate gift at
any time or for any occasion. We shall be pleased to show you the many Jewelry values here
for Your selction.

ANDREWS JEWELRY CO.
Church Street

Fulton, Kentucky
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boards will be accepted and made will be made in the wages of emILLINOIS CENTRAL EMPLOYES the wage of employes whose reby the Illinois Central ployes in unscheduled and excepted
effective
subwere
pay
in.?reased
for
GETS PAY INCREASE quests
an equivalent increasepositions."
and
System,
mitted to arbitration.
"In the case of the Illinois CenChicago,l11.,—The following statement on wage policy was addressed tral, this increase amounts to 17 1-2
to all Illinois Central System em- per cent. This leaves still to be deployes today by W. A. Johnston, cided the requests of the engineers and trainmen, which are bepresident of the railroad:
boards ing heard by a Presidential emer/
"The two arbitration
have rendered dezisions awarding gency board.
"The decisions of the arbitration
an increase of 16 cents an..hour in

THE RURAL

TELEPHONE JOB
AHEAD

BROADBENT'S HYBRIDS

19451
'PLACED FIRST INcontests
in many county prodoction

W

0

BROADBENT'S HYBRIDS CAII Wilk?
for you in 1946. The seed is selected from good, big, heaRhy.
vigorous stalks and fully matured ears. BROADBENT'S certified 1
corn is dried, and graded with the best equipment.
BROADBENTS Hybrids will give maximum yield. because it is
i •
adapted to this climate and soil conditions.
13.
US
and
YI03
BROADBENT'S Hybrids— Yellow, Ky. YI02, Ky.
BROADBENT'S Hybrids—White, Ky. 69, Ky. 72B and Ky. 203. 1
Buy BROADBENT'S Hybrid seed corn from

E are enlarging our rural telephone expansion activities just as rapidly as equipment
and materials become available.
At many places we have to install more
equipment at the central office, in addition
to building telephone lines out into the rural
areas, before we can furnish service.
At other places we even hove to construct
or enlarge buildings before we have space to
•
install the central office equipment.

Much depends on how rapidly manufacturers can supply the necessary equipment
and materials. However, we will continue to
go fonvard with our rural telephone work as
fast as conditions permit.

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Hickman Hardware Co., Hickman, Ky.
A. C. Butts & Sons, Fulton, Kv.

Inspector Regains 16
Lbs. Taking Retonga

SALE FOR TAXES
I, Myatt Johnson, Special Tax
Collector of Fulton County, Kentucky will on Monday April 15th 1946, beginning at the hour of 1:30 P.
M. Central Time at the North
Court House door in the City of
Hickman, County of Fulton, sell
the following Tax Claims listed
each Tax Payer as. follows: the

number of each Tax list, anmiast
of taxes for 1945, together wirith
penalty, advertising and Sheriff's
Fee. These delinquent tax claims
when sold betome a lien upan the
property described on the tam et
each tax bill and are subject to
12-percent interest per annual and
costs.

1425
1561
1564
1606
1650
1665

Magisterial Dist. No. 1
Amman&
Names
43.11
Bard, Dick est. (Paul Workman)
..._ 58.77
Bard, Mrs. R. E.
DM
Birmingham, Reid
Boaz, Howard C, (NR)
75
4-101
13111
C. & G. DistribUting Co.
21.410
Carver, Mrs. Bertha
3X.50
41822
Crawford, A. E.
Davis, L. Est.
_ 1196
Davis, Tinie
21.111
- Bal.
Farmer, M. L. est
144.46
Finch, L. E.
latin
Hillman, J. O.
94
Holifield,, Perlie
sia28111lim.11
Kelley, J. E.
.. ...................
Luten, Mrs J R
McNatt, Raymond
3111112
Madden, Jack
311..37
Major, Mrs. Julia M.
SI=
Nolen, Mrs. Addie
iiS
Parrott, H. B.
6726
Price, John T.
X11_51
Smith, Mattie
.
2.7.5
Walker, Mrs. Martha S.
112i
Walters, L. G.
264
Whitehead & Sherman
II*5
Winston, Mts. Minnie
35 ...•
Virorkman, Paul .....

1789
1793
1807
1316

Rose, D. G.
Scales, Oney
Vanburan, Rich
Will;ms. Willie

Mit
151.6;
10

1851
1997
2329
2385

District No.
Brown, Mrs. J. T. ..
Perry, F. J. & LaVerne
Meness, W. M.
Simpson Gin Co.

1St

No., Tax Bill
71
80
136
146
285
316
426
460
463
546
564
785
793
928
1004
1052
1055.
1064
1185
5
1 2282
1

Colored

min

ISM
Myatt Johnson, Special Tax
Collector
By Ella Matheny Dep. Cai

He Was Down To 115 Lbs.
And Could Hardly Eat,
Sleep or Work, Says Mr.
Caudle. Feels Like Different Person Now.

MR. R. IS. CAUDLE
"I was about to give up my job.
but I regained sixteen pounds taking Retonga and I feel like a different person," gratefully declares
Mr. R. B. Caudle, 107 Mississippi
Ave., Knoxville, Tenn. Mr. Caudle's
work as elevator inspector has
called him to practically every
state in the union. Hisehome originally was in Sylacauga, Ala. Discussing Retonga Mr. Caudle happi- I
ly continued:
"For about seven years I ,seemed to go from bad to worse. I
practically lost all desire, for food
and what little I ate Ted so
ninth bloating in my sto ach that
at times I felt like I would pass
out. I finally got clown to only
one hundred and fifteen pounds.
I had to take a laxative every day.
I was so restless. at night that it
seemed to me that I was up and
down all night long.
"Retonga soon gave me so much
relief that my appetite returned
and I now eat anything. I sleep
well and I wake up feeling fine.
Fo rthe first time in years I don't
have to take strong laxatives. Retonga was a blessing to me."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to Vitamin B-1 defiinsufficient
ciency, constipation,
flow of digestive juices in the stomach, and loss of appetite. Accept
no substitute. Retonga may be obtained at DeMyer's Drug Co.
Frields ex-marine and
Doyle
who returned home two weeks ago
and Randall Cunningham a n d
Gilford Sims of Dresden were dinner guesfs of Mr. and Mrs. Carey
Frields, Pearl-st Tuesday.
Mrs. W. J. Shupe has been a
patient of Fulton hospital and receives treatment at the hands of
Dra Bushart for'a gall bladder ailment. She is improved.
Mrs. Eva Newhouse of St. Louis
is a house guest of her sister-in-law
Mrs. J. J. House.

SETTINC THE STAGE
FOR
A BETTER
HONE TOWN

WILL THEY PUT THAT NEW PLANT?
IV° town can stand still and prosper.
11 Either it advances through the vision and planning of its civic leaders, or
it goes to seed, drained of its people and
resources by its more progressive neighlbors. And no state is more progressive
than the sum of its towns.
It's up to you civic leaders, you men
with whom the community moves either
forward or backward, to see that your
town leads the way. Industry begets industry onward and upward to a more
enterprising and alert town, a town with
a future.
It's your home town today. Tomor.
row it will be your son's. Leave him a
place in which to prosper. You can't let
George do it. YOU are that civic leader.
YOU are your home town.

Kentucky HAS what it takes to get
new industries. More than 30 new ones
were established in the 'tate during
1944-45. And not one has e* Pr questioned 1oc,a1 electricity costs. No industry,
plant, or factory has ever refused to
come to any town served by Kentucky
Utilities because the price of electricity
was too high.
Our Industrial Department is always
ready to aid your community leaders.
We will help you find out what kind of
industry or riew business you want, and
then work with you in a program aimed
at reaching your goal. Our contacts
with industries, marketing agencies, research experts, and other business managed powir companies enable us to assist
your town in developing its potential
resources.

KENTUCKY ITTILITIES COMPANY
I NCORPORA TED

Working for the Welfare of Kentucky in 432 Communities

We hose proposed• booklet. "SETTING
TRHSTAGE FOR A BETTER ROME TOWN."
Many of these hare already been distributed.
,seen A copy. drop by your local
If you /100••11.
K. U.efface...desk to see it. or write the Kona
mark, Utilitios Company, Lexington.!Cy...v.
astanding a copy. It's yours for the asking.
"SETTING TFIE STAGE" offer. suggestions.
on whet you con do to help your town,end hens
to "rgarais• yaws work. It will enable you to
eats your coonnuanity's good poin to,and to paring
•o
'wellness•t ita poor paints.

T.
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Somethipg New
All The Time!

roasint
with
lenrrs
claims
ri the
ram of
cirt to
aatl

wood

99_27
MSS
4.75
NMI
21.4D
MUM
4622
11.116
21211
14.46
ZS:

Although there is still a scarcity in merchandise, something NEW is coming in all the time, and you will be
surprised at the many things you will find at our store. We invite you to come in and look around when you
need something for the household.

SIM
1128
311B2
35.27
5107
GIS
161.31?
37-51
X2S

ILINUM

We have both single and double styles, but
the quantity is limited.

These are really nice, rust proof.
Choice in colors. Each — —

Utility Cabinets

2464
1/415
15.47

35
Double $17 1)C
i I Zia
0.

Sing!elle)

No. 3 Special This Week—

No. 2 Special This Week—

No. Special This Week—
ALLMETAL

Clothes Hamper

Good Used Oil Stove
This stove has been thoroughly reconditioned
and will make a goodsooker. Our Special--

$10.95

$29.50

ULM
15.6;
III

CORY COFFEET/LAKER

34.66
2.52

Here's a nice set. The famed Cory
Coffeemaker,. complete with electric hot plate.

Tax
Col

$8.75
ENjOY AN OUTDOOR
HAMMOCK THIS SUMMER

Chifferobes
A good, roomy chifferob, with four drawers, hat box section, and single door, full length closet to hang
Our Special Value-- —
clothes in.

$29.95
Beautiful Chenille Bed Spreads

NEW SHIPMENT OF WINDOW
SHADES HAS JUST ARRIVED
A new set of window shades will
do wonders for the home. We have
just received a new shipment of
shades, and have them in various
sizes and colors.
FOR

INTERIOR

WALL

R E-

These spreads are well made, and beautifully patterned. Come in and chocse yours now. —

We haN,-e a good hammock for some
shady nook.

I FINISHING 1E SUGGEST .4 '

$17.50

KEM-TONE

Only— $4.95

Pillows For Bedroom
KFTCHENWARE
When you need some new equipment in the kitchen we invite you
to visit our store. New utensils,
pyrexware, etc.

We have some good pillows, well stuffed with feathers and in heavy ticking.

each — $1660
NEW ARRIVACS IN RECORDS

BABY CHICK EQUIPMENT
We have some good poultry equipment such as Baby Chick Feeders
and Water Fountains.
ALL KINDS OF GARDEN AND
LAWN TOOLS
GARDEN AND LAWN HOSE,
$6.50 and $7.50
50 feet

We invite you to visit our Record Department, where new arrivals in recordings
are available weekly. Latest hits in
popular blues, hillbillies and classical
numbers. Victor, Columbia, Decca, Capitol
and other recordings.

GALLON
$2.98
QUART
98c
Use that handy Roller-KoatER to apply Kem-Tone . . . . just
roll it on. Only
89c
SPRING CLEAN-UP ITEMS

REMEMBER US FOR YOUR RECORDING SUPPLIES—We have
needles, record albums, racks, cabineb, etc.

RAIN KING SPRINKLER $5.50

•

We have a wide selection of colors
in that well known Wall Finish-KEM-TONE--and will be glad to
help you figure out your decorating
problems. You can use it over
rnost any interior wall surfti.ce.

All kinds of brushes—scrub brushes, window brushes, brooms, mops,
windoww cleaners, steel wool,
feather dusters, whitewash brushes, paint brushers, cleaners, polishs, rug shampoos, wall paper
cleaners, etc.

PROMPT RADIO REPAIR SERVICE

RADIO BA1TERIES

We are able to give our customers ONE DAY radio repair
service. Work guaranteed.

We carry a full line of radio batteries. All types. A and B
Packs, B Batteries, C Bafferies, and also Flashlight Batteries.

IFULTON ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
319-323 WALNUT STREET

ERNEST LOWE, Manager

PHONE 100

FULTON,KENTUCKY
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We had quite a hail storm followed by a heavy rain Sunday afternoon that did some damage to
plant bed canvas and young tomato plants.
Sorry to hear of the illness of
our editor, Mr. Paul Bushart, who
is in Jones Clinic.
Mr. John Dobson of Cuba was
down to see T. W. Weems Tuesday afternoon.
Not much change in the condition of Mrs. Cecil Taylor in Memphis when last report was heard.
Norman Blalock was quite sick
last week and did not get over his
ice route.
Mrs. P. J. Brann and little son
visited Mrs. Herbert Butler Monday_
Mrs. Belle McClure is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Kella Bennett
at present.
Hoyt Bruce and wife visited Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Bruce the past
week.
If you don't want your frogs
killed, put a lock and key on your
pond banlcs,.as Dean Williams and
W. A. Crittendon were death and
detruction last week for 20 nice
ones. Ask to dine, no siree.
Mrs. Willie Lou Brann and R. J.
Brann visited Mrs. Jimmie Clement
-Tuesday. David was left in care of
and grandmother
Peg
Auntie
Brann while his mother got a permanent.
Two tone dresss are worn exclusively by Mrs. Rella Bennett,
they are very becomming to her
type of beauty.
Miss Betty Lou Foster spent the
week end with her parents, Mr.
-and Mrs. Alvin Foster.
Has the show lost its attraction
for P. J. Brann? He is the home
type now-a-days.
After several months in California, Mrs. Jewell Foster has returned.
Mrs. Mary Nell Gossom, and
Mns. Robert Gossom went to St.
Louis Friday to be at the bed side
of a brother, who is not expected
to recover. He is a brother to
Mrs. Robert Gossom.
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Weems went
to Mayfield Thursday on business.
Rhard Lowry and Miss Martha
Lou Williams go to the show each
Saturday night. They keep up with
all the pictures.
Mr. Dave Jones condition is unchanged at present.
Mrs. Lizzie Foster was informed
that her daughter, Mrs. James
Macs was operated on in Detroit

last Wednesday. She is doing nicety.
Quite a few went out to see the
show of Stoney Cooper and His
Blues Chasers Friday night at
Chestnut Glade school.
Mrs. Opheiia Jones, and Mrs.
Cena Mae Jones took off a load of
hogs for E. C. Lowry Saturday.
Women folks can do a man's job
very efficiently it seems.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Lowry stopped• in to see Mrs. Jimmie Clement Sunday afternoon after filling his regular appointment at
Boaz Chapel.
The children of Mrs. Mary Nell
Gossom, Jerry Wayne and Larry
spent the_ week end with Mr. and
Mrs. B. H. Lowry.

LATHAM
AND BIBLE UNION
Mr. Paul Harwood returned Saturday from_Whiting, Ind., where he
visited his brother, Lavell Harwood.
Mrs. Elsie Harwood gav6 her
daughter, Mrs. Mozelle _Toone_ a
stork shower a few days ago. Many
gifts were presented.
Dale Cummings and Robbie June
Carney representing the 6th and
7th winners of the sectional meet
of spellers at Dresden last Friday
were defeated in the finals. Congratulations to the winners.
_
Mrs. Vida Mansfield, Smith and
small son from Chicago have been
the guest of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Johnie Mansfield for the past
few days.
Mr. Albert Ma:cey, Mrs. Sis
Pfueger, Mr. Elbert Brundige, Robert Reed and Mr. and Mrs. Chess
Morrison attended the singing convention Saturday at Stella Ruth.
We're sorry to hear of the illness
of Mr. Harcourt Wheeler, who is
better at this time.
Bible Union school and several
visitors went on their picnic last
Wednesday. They went to the Martin Park and had lunch, then on
to the picture show in Fulton.
Bro. J. E. Choate will fill his appointment at Bible Union Church
of Christ Sunday afternoon at 2:00
o'clock. You are invited.
Mr. Marvin Clark and Geo. Emerson left for California last Sunday
morning, looking for woilc.
XENTUCIOr

•,

Balmy
Nicks

All leading Heed.17. S.
a ordoeed. Blood-tested, started chick.oda.two and
three greets old. Prices right. AN* &zed chubs.
FEESCATALUG.Write: KENTUCKY HATCHERY
wEar YOUitTri STREET• LETINGToN.'LERMA!

Considerable damage was done
in this conununity by the hail
storm last Sunday to plant bed
canvasses and window panes.
Mrs. Jessie Cummings from Detroit is home at the bedside of her
mother, Grandma Wilkins near
Murray, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Dawson celebrated their wedding anniversary
last Saturday. Several relatiVes and
triends called and spent the day
with them,
Bible Union school will close Friday. Teachers and pupils will enjoy the nice vacation just ahead.
Mr. Spencer Travis of Dresden
came to Latham last Saturday and
chase as his bride, Miss Virginia
Reed, the charming daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reed. She has
been working at the factory in
Fulton. 'they will make their home
in Dresden.
THE GARDEN SWEET
POTATO BEDDING
While at first it might seem impracticable for home gardeners to
produce their own sweet potat
plants, there are advantages that
make it distinctly worth while. One
is that the plants will be at hand
when wanted. Another is that they
are fresh plants, ready to grow
when set in the garden. Still another is that the same fine quality
and flavor of particularly pleasing
table potatoes may be assured by
using such potatoes for seed, for
sweet potatoes breed true.
Making the bed is not difficult.
A frame made of 10-inch lumber
is needed to enclose it, but it need
be only one yard square to make
250 slips in three drawings. The
time for bedding swiret potatoes is
in April, preferably the first half,
to make a first drawing by May 15
and table potatoes by Mid-August.

Plant drawing raay continue for
setting as late as June 15, to complete a crop by frost.
The site for the bed should tip
southeast or south to catch full sun.
The soil should be spaded and
worked fine, then the frame placed and the space within it wet
down well.
Then the seed potatoes are laid,
close but not touching. Large potatoes, as tablestock, should be split
and laid cut face down. Potatoe_s
under I 1-2 inches 4n diameter
should be bedded' whole. Poultry
netting should- be laid over them
to hold them in place as slips are
being drawn, and tnen a 5-inch
cover of sawdust, completely rolled tree-leaves or light sand.
To draw extra sun-heat andi
speed the sprouting, black roofing!
paper should be laid over the sawdust, to be removed, however, at
the first sign that slips are about ,
to break through. The bed is corn- I
pleted by stretching tobacco canvas!
or light muslin over the frame and I
banking its slides with sawdust,'
straw or earth.
No further attention is needed'
than, perhaps, to -water occasionally to keep the sawdust barely
moist.
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New EASTER
FROCKS
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Though the people support the
government the government should
not support the people.—Grover
Cleveland.

CHAS. W. BURROW
REAL ESTATE and
PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
OPTICE OVER crrr NATIONAL
BANK—FMONI
Farm and CUy Property
List or Buy With Us!

ANNOUNCEMENT
MOTOIlliTGhe PUBLIC
I have purchased the old D-X Service Station,
corner Mayfield Highway and Thetford-st.,
and have opened it to service the motoring
public. I invite and appreciate your patronage.
—BILL HOLLAND

0,-

Good selection of styles,
and

materials

STANDARD GASOLENE
AND MOTOR OILS

ICENTUCKY CERTIFIED

HYBRID SEED CORN
Plant a home grown certified yellow hybrid

Stop guessing.
corn. It pays.

Soft grain, stiff, good root perfectly growed High germination,
Place your order now while you can get arty size grain to fit
your planter. Or get your sack at local dealer.

Values that

HOLLAND'S SERVICE
STATION
FILL UP WITH US!

$16.95 to $29.95

at

cansi
arCHSTER

NEW SPRING COATS
Beautiful styles and materials.
So chic and smart for Easter.

$19.20 to $26.00

BRIDES

ji
.
tieIts?*
diziairlr adirt,10
?x,r.
4,5,‘„

r'
/
/

_#

NEW MILLINERY
To set off your Easter outfit, you
will need new millinery.
ig.;-,

$2.95 and $4.95

GET OUT THOSE CLOTHES AND HAV'E
THEM CLEANED FOR EASTER!
The gala dress-up season is just ahead, so you'd better get
out those dresses, snits, ett., and get them ready
Bring them to us for a thorough cleaning that will make
them look like new.
Remember it's QUALITY
CLEANING.

CLEANERS

for

QUALITY

Quality Cleaners
Main Street

Fulton, Ky.

Good
Selection

You have that "dressed-up"
feeling any time you wear one
of these handsome suits. Attractively priced

Jf IE IUUf IE IL IP.).1Y

You will find many fine
Gifts of Jewelry for the
Easter bride—or for any
other occasion. Jewelry
always makes an excellent gift of lasting
beauty and remembrpce--see us today!

$5.90 to $18.95

LADIES'
SPRING
SUITS

U.S. 13 — Charles E. Wright, Fulton, Route 1.

6

for

themselves.

Produceo By

tc%'-t

speak

sizes.

Your Patronage Is Always Appreciated

Spring Footwear for the _ __—
Ladies

•

$3.95 and $4.95
///4\
ACCESSORIES--SUCH AS BAGS, BLOUSES, SKIRTS, SWEATERS AND OTHER READY-TO-WEAR FOR
WOMEN and MISSES

L.KASNOW
448 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.
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belongs, which is right squarely on and without fussing carrying on
our own shoulders.
the all-important job of keeping
We have a Congress which is America's homes in order.
quite susceptible to the public will.
As housewives, American women
Right now, Congress is considering are recognized by national mauthe extension of OPA beyond next facturers as the shrewdest purchasJune 30th which is when the pre- ing agents on earth.
sent OPA Act expires. All of the
Becausr. they buy prudently and
big and little OPA'ers are working shop carefully they are helping to
their heads off to get at least one keep prices down . . . and thus
more year's lease on life. They are throwing their combined efforts insending out tons of OPA printed to the fight against inflation.
propaganda every day. Also, every
Because the arr concerned with
radio station in the country is be- the health of their husbands and
influenced
ing bombarded with OPA spot an- children they haVe
nouncements which they are told manufacturers to package foods in
to use "or else." You can't listen sanitary paper and paperboard conto your radio very long without tainers.
healing one or more of these anBecause wholesalers and retailnouncements.
ers appreciate that American woIt isn't necessary for you to take en know a good thing when they
my word concerning OPA cous-, see it, they use millions of tons of
ing shortages. You can quickly newsprint annually for all kinds
prove the case for yourself out of of advertising aimed at reaching
your own experience. Take a few the women of America.
minutes out to make a list of all
Because they recognize the imthe things you need and are ready portance to health, to home and to
to buy which you can't get. Then their bank accounts of proper packask yourself why these things are aging and shipping, the American
not available. We aren't short of woznen stand behind the pulp and
capital, we aren't short of labor, paper industry's effort to produce
we aren't short of materials, we enough' paper, paperboard and otharen't short of managerial skill. We er pulpwowod products to meet
have plenty of everything it takes. present peak demands.
But still the items on your list canThe top quality pulpwood so
not be obtained. Why?
urgently needed by mills in this
The answer is that OPA's sense- area. Now is a testimonial to the
less, unrealistic policies are block- good business judgmeat of Ameriing the road.
women.
in can
Tell your representatives
roadthat
Congress that you want
WISE ADVICE
block removed; and do it today.

have to solve a fundamental trans- with the railroads. In fact, the tax
portation problem, in the opinion PaYers spent more money on such
Accurate
of this railroader, Ernest E. Norris transportation facilities in .the last
WORKMANSHIP
of the Southern Railway. He out- twenty years than private intestors
lines Ore problem in clear terms:s' spent on our whole railway plant
At Low Cost
"Without a fair and equal chance, in the United States in more than a
Watches Cloeks and Time
the railroads will be at a serious century."
Pieces of All Kinds Accuratecompetitive disadvantage in
The problem is to equalize comly Repaired at Lo,sv Cost IsY—
the
days ahead--even though they are petition among the varied forms of
ANDREWS
moving into the postwar era with transport
before public subsidies
JEVVELRY COMPANY
the most efficient plant they ever to railroad competitors undermine
had; wih the best trained personnel the strength of the railroads.
in railway hisory; with the most
effective techniques ever devised for
All men would be masters of
REPAIR WORK
the transport service of a nation; others, and no man
is lord of himwith a record of achievement that self.—Goethe.
I am now able to do same
has gained for them the confidence
repair work on watches and
All free governments are manand respect of a grateful nation
aged by the combine...I wisdom and
Invite your patronage.
"In the case of the railroads, they folly of the
people.—James A. Garown and maintain their own tracks field.
R. M. KIRKLAND
and terninals—as well as their cais
Jeweler
Right is the royal ruler alone;
and locomotives — and they pay
and he who rules with least rehfAIN STREET
heavy taxes on them. Ninety-eight
KY.
straint comes nearest to empire.—
FULTON
per cent of the money invested in
Alcott.
railroads came from private investors and,_ in,cidently, three-fourths
of the money of the total investment inrailroads is in the fixed
roadway.
"... Other forms of commercial
transportation provide their moving vehicles
but the
permanent I
plant, the fixed ways on which they
operate, are almost wholly the product of funds raised bY public tax- ,
We specialize in going to the aid of motoration.
ists who break down on the road, or have the

There are some things as distinctly American as is the soil of
the several States. Among these are
baseball, hot dogs, ice cream, football and vacuum cleaners. The vacuum cleaner is entirely an American products, promoted so successfully that scarcely a housewife in
the country doesn't have or want
one. Also before the war, American-made vacuum cleaners were
known around the world as being
in every respect far superior to
ikacuum cleaners made in ay other
country.
Today, _however, Britian is going after vacuum cleaner business
all over the world in a big way
and their principal sales appeal is
based on "U. S. A. orders 250,000
vacuum cleaners from Britain."
While American manufacturers are
tied up in a knot by an C. P. A.
ceiling price based on the 1942 cost
of labor and materials the British
manufacturers are going full steam
ahead and some enterprising Amer"Government—Federal, state and
merchant, unable to get
ican
municipal—has poured huge sum:
American vacuum cleaners to sell
to his customers, ordered 250,000
of the taxpayers' money into transfrom Britain.
portation facilities
that compete
Are the British capitalizing on
the
Here's
are.
this? They certainly
OF THE SPECIES
Nineteen hundred years ago St.
rest of the ad which the British THE FEMALE
DRIVE IN
Paul exhorted mankind to "Prove
vacuum cleaner manufacturer ran
Time was when any wisecrack all things; hold fast to that which
in the London Daily Mail Transpresident of a railAtlantic (overseas) edition on about the "weaker" sex was sure is good." The
TO SEE US
bring a broad smile of superiori- road has urged the American peoJanuary 16, 1946: "Here is unbeatadvice
sage
Paul's
St.
apply
to
ple
listeners.
male
of
ty
faces
the
into
labour-savable value in efficient
to his industry, and to transporBut times have changed!
ing house-cleaning equipment. The
The "weaker" sex isn't weaker tation in general. He believes that
PIT BAR-B-Q, SOUP, CHILI
claim
justifiably
manufacturers
history of the railroads proves
that their latest Vatric model is Any more—and if the truth were the
SANDWICHES
worth, and recommends that
the finest that can be obtained any- told they haven't been that way their
railits
to
fast"
"hold
nation
the
time.
long
long,
a
tor
Amertoday;
where in the world
Oppen Sundays and Every Night
Women have proved themselves roads. If that is to be done, we will
ican housewives will realize soon,
to their joy, how true is this claim." the equal of men in thousand of
When British salesmen are able ways. During the war they did a
HOP'S LUNCH ROOM
W. W. Jones & Sons
to tell buyers in South America, man's job, tending machines in war
Home
Funeral
tilling
or
pulpwood
cutting
plants,
Central America, Europe and Asia
Plenty Parking Space
Phone no
129 University
that buyers in the United States the soil, not to mention the jobs
Curb Service
MARTEN, TENN.
are buying British vacuum clean- they did so well as Wacs, Waves
of the Mamembers
and
Spars
and
woe
Service
Distinctive
A
American
will
chance
what
ers,
Within Your Means
Across Street From OK Laundry
Manufacturers have to sell their rine Corps.
Now in peace, they are quietly
products in these countries? Not
Your Patronage Appreciated
the
only is Britain destroying
American export market for vacuum cleaners and other things,
but is preparing to flood this country with all kinds of goods made by
labor, paid about balf the American scale before the cUrrent wave
of increase in hourly wage raets
went into effect.
As usual at EASTERTIDE you will find many
While this is going on, our of- ,
good, tasty bakery treats in store for you and
ficials in Washington are playing
with PAC and OPA is harassing'
yours at your local bakery—so fresh and temptand brow -beating American industry. I don't know where the British
too! Whether vou prefer
ing,
got the materials to u.se in manufacturing the things they are now
CAKES, • COOKIES, PASTRIES, ROLLS,
selling abroad, but I have a strong
suspicion that most of these ma--1
BREADS, or SOME GOOD FREEZER
terials were obtained from this'
country under "lend-lease," "giftFRESH ICE CREAM
lease," or in some other "for free

'

manner.
I don't want to be misunderstood,
not,
on this--very definitely I am
indicting the British. But I am
most emphatically indicting the
American politicians and burrau-i
rrats, particularly Chester Bowles,
polie- I
for the "two-bits" tactics and
reconversion.
ies which have stalled
in the Urtited States.
for!
No. don't blame the British
stupidity.'
taking advantage of our
people, are!
If we, the Amreican
let
saps enough to sit back and
arrogant
a handful of power-crazy,
bureaurcrats cause the most wonderful production machine the
world has ever known to limp abe
long in low when it should
travelling sixty miles or more per
hour, let's put the blame where it

HAM'S
RADIO .
SERVICE
Phone 1261
For Pick Up and
Delivery Service
Radio Tubes, Parts and Batteries
all
in Stock. One day service on
the
In
Located
makes radios.
rear of

Jiffy Cab Bldg.
Oppadte Orpheus Theatre

17
1111111

MEM

We invite you to visit our bakery for
needs.

Wrecker Service

misfortune to be in a smash-up. Our wrecker is
equipped to pull your car out of a ditch, or bring
it in for repair.
DAY and NIGHT SERVICE
A SPECIALTY
!jay Phone 723—Night Phone 9188
IT COSTS LESS TO PREPARE YOUR CAR
FOR SERVICE THAN TO REPAIR LATER—
Let us Help You Keep Your Automobile In Good
Running Condition. We repair anything from a
minor trouble to a complete overhaul job.
Just Call Us—weti Do the Rest!

Jones & Grooms
Corner Carr and State Line Streeb

Look to RILEY'S for
the New Arrivals First

your.

FINCH'S WEN
Fulton, Kentucky

Commercial Ave.

WE INVITE YOU
We take much pride and interest in serving our patrons
and invite you to visit us often.

STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
PAN-AM GASOLINE, MOTOR OILS

MODERN FOR
YOUR LIVING ROOM—not only smart because of suave, sophisticated
lines, but are covered with distinctly "modern" fabrics, in interesting
colors and textures. Built for comfort, too. A DOZEN OR-MORE Styles
and Colors to select From.
SEE OUR WIDE SELECTION OF
OCCASIONAL ANtr PLATFORM ROCKERS
YOUR FRIGIDAIRE DBALER

See us for your Garden Seed, Onloa Sets, geed Potatoes
PHONE 300

Counce's Grocery and
Service Station
Martin Highway, Near South Fulham School

R,ILEY'S
Furniture & Appliance Co.
MARTIN,
Joe D. Trentham

203 Main Street
Phone7712

TENNESSEE
James R. Riley, Jr.
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FOR SALE —Farm of 65 acres
Community improvement is the
soil conservation dis- more efficient refrigeration and a
In many
improve- located about 1 mile West of
self
of
result
collective
waste.
on
war
buyconcerted
tricts during the war our field
Crutchfield, on gravel road. Sell
De
Combined with such improve- ment.
production of
ing offices found
FOR SALE--Last shipment
See or write Analce Pate,
cheap.
efforts
the
own
n,
his
minds
The farmer who
Please
fruits and vegetables up as much as ments, in distrbutio
Fulton, Ky. Kalb Seed Corn has arrived.
Avenue,
Cleveland
efficithe
in
produce more
business is busy 12 months
20 per cent. Much of this improve- of farmers to
Gall at (once. Cecil Burnett, Fulton,
Phone 1010-W.
Kentucky Farmers Place Over
general reduc- year.
Op.
ment was due to pre-war saving ently will mean a
Route 1.
Treatment
Under
Acres
11,000,000
tion of the nation't food bill and
You can meet the farm labor
practices.
ely furnished
RENT—Nic
FOR
in farm income.
shortage half way with good farm
FOR SALE—International plou,
At the present time more than an increas
apartment, to couple only. Phone
Kentucky agriculture, determinplanning.
al
agricultur
12 inch bottoms. Cecil Burnett,
2
nation's
the
et
half
470.
2tp.
ed to hold its war-expanded marBENEFIT
on
Route 1.
TO
acres
0
Fulton,
COUNTY
800,000,00
ly
land—near
kets by quality production, has
ON
SPENT
MONEY
unstates—is
BY
3,592,000 farms in 45
START IN BUSINESS
ed more than 11,000,000 acres of
RURAL REPAPIR JOBS
planning, more than 126,NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED
soil conservation der such
cropland under
000 Kentucky farms being cnrollcd
Good territory open. Customers
FOR SALE-55-gal. reconditionservice.
more
totaling
Exilenditures
the quality and
" Many established routes
50-gal.
waiting.
$2.25;
oil
drums.
fuel
ed
This growing emphasis on care Besides improving
the
IP NOT PLEASED. your 35c back. ;
the volume of farm pro- than 6325,000 will be made in
you can start your own
or
Memphis.
o.
open,
b.,
f.
$2.00,
bbls.
syrup
of the soil promises not only to increasing
Ask any drugglat for this STRONG I
conservation coin- next few years by home owners on American Trading Post, 1086 N. route near home. Over 140 farm
cropland
duction,
TE-OL. blade with 90 peruntied*,
acreage
the
service
full
in
keep
es of
f t alcohol. It PENETRATMi. Reachcen
with a growing efficiency in farms and in small communiti
10tc. necessities, nationally known qualies and kills 14011Z germs faster.
7th St., Memphis.
which contributed so much to the sides
present
improve
to
on of food, he said. Fulton County
ty products. Many dealers cleaning
war effort but also to produce foods the distributi
Angus
FOR SALE—Pudeb red
war emphasized the need for electric service and home plumbup $12 to $15 daily. Start on our
of a quality that will up-grade the The
Locally at Bennett's
Bull colues, I year old and under. capital. Big year 'round profits.
better packaging, speedier shipment, ing.
American diet.
4t
4
addiRoute
Fulton,
mean
Hancock,
will
C.
C.
outlays
Rush
These
Beat time to start is now.
If you are interested in getting
tional income to practically every
name for free facts.
a good price for your home or
FOR SALE-2 room house in
local business and will finance adH. C. WRITMER CO.
farm, now is the time to.sell it.
Columbus, Ind.
ditional wiring, bathroom improve- fair condition, and 3 acres of land. Dept. 15,
We have prospects waiting—
ments and new electrical equip- About 6,000 feet good oak timber.
what have yo*"
N
—FARM SALESMA
ment for the cotudy's 1,151 farm One-half acre of grapes, fruit trees WANTED
Experience not necessary preJ. W. HEATH, Realtor
and rural homes already served and 3 rich garden spots. Located 1
Cayce-Un- ference given to applicants located
2 Lake St.—Upstairs
/
4061
with electricity, according to a mile south of Cayce, on
See James C. 1 in small town or on trunk highway
study released by the Title Council ion City highway.
Over the New Fulton Bank
age 21 to 60 write J. W. Vorhis. SPuMenees, at Cayce, Price $650.
of America.

SOLL CONSERVATION
rotrwrs THE WAY TO
RILYPER FARM YEILD

Alo more warty

ABOUT,YEAST GETTING STALE!

Fleisdunann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast keeps
full-strength for weeks on your pantry shelf
IF YOU BAKE AT HOME—you can make
delicious bread any time,at a moment's notice
with Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast.
Always dependable—Fleiachmann's Fast
Rising keeps fresh for weeka on your pantry
ahelf—ready for quick action whenever you
want it. Just dissolve according to directions
au the package. Get Fleischmann's Fast
Rising Dry Yeast today. At your grocer's.

Introduction of running water,
installation of tiled bathrooms and
replacement of out-moded plumbing fixtures head the lists of most
wanted farm home features, D. P.
Forst, chairman of the Council's
Residential Construction Committee, revealed. One in five families
throughout the nation plan bathroom improvements, he said.
Additional wiring is needed in
pracitcally every farm home with
electricity, according to the study.
A huge market likewise exists for
milking machines, quick freezing
units, electric motors, baby chick
brooders and other equipment.
Expenditures in the county are
part of a $41,1304.000 program to, be
undertaken by Kentucky farm Ind
rural home owners in the next five
years, the study revealed. An estimated $2,284,900.000 on similar improvements to present electric service will be spent in the nation
during that time.
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FULTON, KENTUCKY

PULPWOOD is a Cash
Crop...Harvest it now!

TODAY AND SATURDAY
CHAS. STARRETT
III

Blazing The
Western Trail
SUNDAY-MONDAY
A Cries Doctor Pistil

,.
,

in Seventeen.,Charm,
Glamour,Photoplay... these
stars of the
junior dress
world ...

t

Is
TUES. -.WED. - THURS.
Double Feature
JOHN CARRIDAN

Pulpwood is a cash crop. It is
also a continuous crop when
your woodlot is properly harvested. No other crop is so dependable. The farm woodlots
in our community are among
the farmers' most valuable assets. They pay cash dividends
regularly. Pulpwood, in peace
as in war, is'one of the most
essential of all materials.
Now while prices are high

is the best time to c4t and
prepare for the future of your
timber stand by taking advantage of the free advice of
your county agent and foresters.
You can get immediate casli'
from your pulpwood foci
needed farm repairs, new, j
equipment, mortgage pay- --ments and new convenience4,
for your home and family. '
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J. H. Howard

J. B. McGehee

J. Paul Bushart

